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The preparations of di- and tri-phosphollide ions P&R;. P&RR’-. P&R;, P,C,R,R’m. 
P,C,RR’2m, P,C;R; (R =‘Bu, R =‘Pr) and their pentaphospha-ferrocene analogues are described. 

The recent publication by Mathey and co-workers [l] of a new synthetic route to 
the second known example of a 1,3-diphosphollide anion P,C,HPh; (I), prompts us 
to report the unusual synthesis of several new ions of this structural type, and their 
ready conversion into the corresponding pentaphospha-ferrocenes. 

Previously we have described the direct synthesis of a mixture of the di- and 
tri-phosphollide ions (P,C,‘Bu,)- (II), and (P,C,‘Bu,)-‘ (III), by the direct reaction 
between ‘BuCSP and sodium amalgam in monoglyme. [2] Interestingly, we now find 
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that when a mixture of ‘BuC=P and ‘PrC%P [3] is treated with sodium in mono- 
glyme all possible nine phosphollide ring systems II -+ X shown below are formed 
as evidenced by 31P{‘H} NMR spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction mixture 
(see Fig. 1). The resonances of the ions II and III are already known [l] while those 
of IV and V can be identified when ‘PrGP alone is treated with Na in monoglyme. 
The resonances of other individual di- and tri-phosphollide ions can be readily 
assigned if the assumption ion is made that the presence of a ‘Bu group causes a 
greater downfield shift than its ‘Pr counterpart. The ring systems thus represent 
examples of [AB,] (III, V); [ABC] (VI); [A,] (II, IV, IX and X); and [AB] (VII, 
VIII) nuclear spin-systems (A, B, C =3’P, 100% natural abundance), and a full 
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Fig. 2. 

The mass spectrum of the products reveals parent ion peaks at m/e 556, 542, 
528, 514, 500 and 486 which can be readily assigned to the complexes XI-XVI 
shown in Fig. 2. The variation in intensities of the parent ion peaks in the spectrum 
is noteworthy, reflecting the number of possible isomers that can exist for each 
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